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Background 

 

The Educational Effectiveness Council (EEC) representatives from CLASS (Kaatz, 

Komorosky, Nielsen) planned and facilitated four sessions to discuss the ILO data on 

written communication and information literacy with college faculty. The four sessions 

were offered on different days and times to increase the likelihood that faculty would 

be available to attend one session.  

 

These sessions were announced at the CLASS Council of Chairs, and invitations were 

emailed to CLASS chairs, CLASS regular faculty, and CLASS lecturer faculty. The 

emailed invitations included a link to a Google form for RSVPs and a zip file with ILO 

and related data. The dat



Participation 

 

Twelve faculty signed up to attend one of the four sessions, and six attended the session 

for which they registered. Faculty RSVPs came from the Departments of AGES, ART, 

COMM, ENGL, ES, HDEV, and MLL.  

 

Session  RSVPs Attendance Departments 

Wednesday 

10/16/19 

10-11am 

2 1 COMM 

HDEV 



Reflections ÖÕɯ/ÈÙÛÐÊÐ×ÈÕÛÚɀɯ3eaching Practices 

Participants talked about changes they have or would like to make in their own 

teaching as it relates to writing required in their classes. These changes included the 

following. 

 Modify own rubric for major writing assignment by drawing on language from 

the ILO written communication rubric;  

 Recognize the importance of making writing assignments relevant to students’ 

needs and goals;  

 Provide clear and detailed directions in writing prompts to make a difference in 

writing output; 

 Indicate audience and purpose in writing assignments; 

 Provide more choice in writing assignments; 

 Include more scaffolding for major writing assignments; 

 Have students write for real audiences; 

 Have students write about same content for different audiences (e.g., text for a 

podcast and a research paper; letter to the editor and a formal paper). 

 

1ÌÍÓÌÊÛÐÖÕÚɯÖÕɯ/ÈÙÛÐÊÐ×ÈÕÛÚɀɯ2tudents 

 CLASS students performed well overall on the ILO assessment. This was 

somewhat surprising to some. 

 CLASS data on organization, cohesion, clarity (lower than university average) 

paralleled participants’ experience with their own students. 

 Literature reviews and other writing assignments that require synthesis are 

challenging to teach and challenging for students to complete. 

 Difficulties with synthesizing written text may be related to difficulties with 

reading academic articles and other texts. 

 Some students have difficulties with locating appropriate materials (e.g., giving 

up after one try at a key word search in a subscription database). 

 There is a need to recognize the emotional aspects of reading and writing in an 

academic context. 

 Uncertainty about how to best support ESL/multilingual writers was expressed. 

 For students likely to score at the 1-2 level on the ILO rubric, individualized and 

specific feedback seems to help. 

 The conversational style used by some students in formal writing assignments is 

an ongoing concern. 

 Is it enough to evaluate writing on content and organization? How important is 

grammar, writing with an accent, or other technical aspects of academic writing? 

 There were concerns that our first-year students who most need support on their 

academic writing now receive 15 to 30 weeks of composition instruction 

compared to pre-EO 1110 programs that provided 20 to 40 weeks of composition 



instruction. This may impact GI 2025 goals if first-year students are less prepared 

for writing at the sophomore level and beyond.  

 

 

 

 

Closing the Loop Ideas 

 



 Create a system to collect and analyze samples of student writing from their first 

year of study through graduation to better understand students’ writing 

development over the course of their undergraduate studies; 

 Hire a tenure-track faculty member with specialization in Writing Across the 

Curriculum and Writing in the Disciplines; 

 Hire more faculty with expertise in writing pedagogy and with a commitment to 

supporting students in their writing development; 

 Hire and train faculty and/or peer tutors in the SCAA to focus on high need 

writers;  

 Post annual GWAR report for CSUEB online so that colleges and departments 

can more easily track what is happening with their majors; 

 Re-launch the Curriculog proposal to change first-tier GWAR classes (ENGL 300, 

301) from 3 units to 4 units since these classes serve students likely to score at the 

1 to 2 level on the ILO written communication rubric; 

 Add ENGL 109, College Writing Lab, for GWAR and other writing-intensive 

classes; 

 Develop clearer guidelines for ENGL 109; 

 Provide small group tutoring on sentence-level issues, especially for transfer 

students who need first-tier GWAR classes (ENGL 300, 301); 

 Include more in-class reading and writing opportunities for students; 

 Include more “reflecting on writing” assignments within writing-intensive 

courses. 

 

 

 


